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Abstract – Data Fusion (DF) performance evaluation is
based on the association of “true” and estimated (by
DF) Target Situation Pictures (TaSP), which is followed
by a variety of Figures of Merit (FOM) calculations.
However, because of TaSP configuration complexity,
different approaches should be employed for evaluation
of different target activities. Therefore, the
decomposition of “true” TaSP into target activity
patterns is a pre-condition for the meaningful DF
performance evaluation. Consequently, only the relevant
FOM are calculated for each particular activity.
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1 Introduction

The problem of Targets Situation Picture (TaSP) quality
evaluation is composed of the following sub-problems :
TaSP quality components definition and methodology to
etsimate the values of these components.

For a particular case of Air Situation Picture (ASP), its
quality definition can be found in [1]. It is clear that this
definition is immediately extendable to the more general
case of TaSP, where not all the targets must necesseraly
be airborne.

As far as the TaSP quality evaluation methodology is
concerned, [2] contains a review of existing approaches
and suggests a new one, which could be called
‘Benchmarking for Evaluation of Individual TaSP
Quality Components’. (Again, [2] referes to the
particular case of ASP, but the genaralization to TaSP is
trivial. Therefore, we will further refer to TaSP, even if
the referenced paper deals with ASP.)

For the sake of completeness, it should be mentioned
that yet another approach, also based on benchmarking,
but utilizing subjective, rather than objective, TaSP
quality evaluation, is described in [3].

The main idea of the Benchmarking approach in [2] is
the following : TaSP generated by a particular Data
Fusion, or, more specifically, Multi Target / Multi Sensor
Tracking, algorithm, is compared with the ‘reference’
TaSP, either simulated or reconstructed from the live

measurements. As a result of the comparison, the TaSP
quality components, or Figures of Merit (FOM), are
calculated.  The following FOM are introduced in [2] :
Tracking accuracy, Coverage, Mean Number of False
Tracks, Target - track exchange rate (Track switches)
and Tracks continuity.  Obviously, another FOM
commonly used for data association performance
evaluation, i.e. track purity, is not considered in [2] since
its impact is already taken into account in such FOM as
Coverage, Track switches and Tracks continuity.

However, one important aspect of TaSP quality
evaluation is disregarded in [2] : usually TaSP is highly
heterogeneous throughout the surveillance area, and
therefore not all FOM are always applicable everywhere.

This paper attempts to deal with the TaSP configuration
complexity. The first step is the decomposition of “true”
TaSP into target activity patterns. These patterns are
described in Section 2. Algorithms of the patterns
recognition are described in Section 3. Consequently,
only the relevant FOM are calculated for each particular
activity, as described in Section 4. Section 5 presents the
paper’s Conclusions.

2 Target Activity Patterns

The following patterns are distinguished:
a. Single Target (ST) is a target which is far

from other targets during significant time
interval

b. Group Target (GT) is composed of several
closely spaced targets within significant time
interval. Mutual group member positions
either remain steady or can undergo only slow
changes

c. Intersection Activity (IA) is a set of targets in
which single and/or group targets that entered
IA can be unambiguously associated with
single and/or group targets that exit IA.
Intersection is characterized by short time
duration

d. Indistinct Extended Activity (IEA) is like
group, but having sharp changes in mutual
target positions



e. Indistinct Brief Activity (IBA) is like
intersection, but with ambiguously associated
entries and exits

f. Void Activity (VA) unifies all the activities,
which do not suit criteria a – e.

These patterns are illustrated in Figures 1-5.

Figure 1 : Single Target

Figure 2 : Group Target

Figure 3 : Intersection

Figure 4 :  Indistinct Brief Activity

Figure 5 : Void Activity

3 Activity Patterns Recognition

First, the possibility of activity detection (observability) is
established on the basis of actually received detections. If
the activity is observable then expected DF coverage is
predicted, like “activity can be covered by angular tracks
only” or “activity can not be covered”.
Than, aggregation of closely spaced targets is performed
for each time instant. In particular, there can be only one
target in a resultant assembly.

Consider an assembly Aj, which consists of k targets.
Define assembly center Cj as follows:
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Target l is considered as a candidate for assembly Aj if
the distance between the center Cj and this target does
not exceed a predefined parameter á.

For all targets related to a given time instant the
following procedure is applied :

If target m is not candidate for any assembly then it gives
birth to a new assembly.
If target m is a candidate for only one assembly then it is
added to this assembly, its center Cj  coordinates are
recalculated
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and k number of members is incremented.

If target m is a candidate for n assemblies, then all these
n items are unified into new assembly having the
following characteristics
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Target m is added to assembly A* according to procedure
described above
Old n assemblies are deleted.

The next stpep is to chain the assemblies constructed
above and to perform preliminary classification of these
chains into Simple and Compound ones. Simple chain
contains only single member assemblies, while
Compound chain consists of multiple member ones.

For each time instant consider all assemblies.
If for an assembly from the current time instant exists the
assembly from the previous time instant which consists
of the equal targets then these two assemblies are
chained.
After the process of chaining is finished, all chains are
divided into Simple (single target) and Compound
(multiple target) ones.

After this short chains are linked to the long ones having
similar contents.

Now it is possible to find ST, IEA and GT segments in
chains. This is achieved by analyzing of Compound

chains diameter and Simple chain extensions. Compound
chain fractions with the slow diameter alterations are
classified as Group target, while fractions with sharp
diameter changes are declared as Unknown. Simple
chains of significant duration are declared as ST.
Chain segments remaining unclassified and having
significant duration are declared as IEA.

Finally, GT and ST activities connected with IEA and yet
undefined other activities, are found. Two types of
connection are distinguished, namely, entries and exits.

Activities without entries and/or without exits are
declared as VA.

All activities having one entry and more than one exit
are declared as IBA.

If all activity exits are uniform, i.e. the set of its targets
(excluding targets that are not presented in any of
entries) altogether belongs to one and only one entry,
then it is declared as IA.

The rest of activities are declared as IBA.

The activity patterns recognition results are illustrated in
Figure 6.

Figure 6 : Recognized Activities

4 Activity Specific FOM

The following FOM are evaluated for a particular
activity:
a. Single Target:
· Coverage – fraction of single targets covered

by one track. Coverage can be angular
(coverage by angular track), complete
(coverage by complete track) or total (coverage
by track of any type).

· Uncovered ST  – fraction of single targets that
is not covered by any track.

 



· Multi coverage – fraction of single targets
covered by more than one track.

· False tracks – time duration of tracks, which
do not cover any target.

· Continuity – average number of tracks
associated with one ST.

· Delay of birth – average delay of track birth.
Single track delay of birth is defined as time
interval from the moment, when the target
becomes observable and not covered, till the
moment of the track birth.

· Delay of death – average delay of death.
· Errors – average errors in target location and

velocity estimations.
· Switches – number of cases in which target

changes its track association (loss of
association or gain of association are not taken
into account)

· ID Correctness – measure of non-erroneous
target identification.

b. Group Target:
· Coverage – fraction of group targets covered

by at least one track. The coverage types have
been defined above.

· Uncovered targets – fraction of group targets
in which there is lack of tracks.

· Multi coverage – fraction of group targets with
track redundancy.

· Continuity – number of interruptions of tracks
covering group.

· Delay of birth – averaged time interval elapsed
since group became observable and not
covered till a track birth.

· Delay of death – average time to delete tracks
previously associated with a group.

· Errors – average errors in group representative
point position and velocity estimations.

· ID Correctness – measure of non-erroneous
targets identification in a group.

c. Intersection Activity:
· Switches – number of cases in which track

enters IA with one association and exits with
another.

· Losses – number of cases in which track that
enters IA does not exit from IA.

d. Indistinct Extended Activity:
· Coverage – fraction of IEA covered by at least

one track.
· Uncovered targets – fraction of IEA in which

there is lack of tracks.
· Multi coverage – fraction of IEA with track

redundancy.
· Continuity – number of interruptions of tracks

covering IEA.
· Delay of birth – averaged time interval elapsed

since IEA became observable and not covered
till it is covered.

· Delay of death – average time to delete tracks
previously associated with IEA.

· Input output consistency – coincidence
between entry and exit tracks.

· Losses – number of cases in which track that
enters IEA does not exit from IEA.

· ID Correctness – measure of non-erroneous
targets identification in IEA.

e. Indistinct Brief Activity:
 Input output consistency – coincidence between entry and
exit tracks.
f. Void Activity:
There are no FOM applicable to VA.

5 Conclusions

The approach adopted in this paper avoids calculation of
irrelevant FOM in the situations where incorporation of
such FOM into the TaSP quality evaluation would
produce misleading results. The main idea of the
‘Benchmarking for Evaluation of Individual TaSP
Quality Components’ in [2], i.e. decomposition of the
Data Fusion performance evaluation into as detailed
particles as possible, which inspired this work, is further
developed. Selection of FOM for each individual targets
activity pattern is based on our rich empirical experience
with operational TaSP generation systems.

It can be expected that utilization of the suggested
methodology will significantly improve the reliability of
the TaSP generation algorithms performance evaluation
both for scientific and, much more important, for
practical purposes.
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